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Methods for Analysis

Error 

Route Choice 

Speed 

Map Reading



Error Analysis

Look at errors 

Why did I make a mistake?  

What can I do so I don’t repeat my mistake? 

BUT can run (or walk) a sprint course cleanly if you go 
slowly enough



Did you make a 
mistake?



Route Choice

Lots of variables: distance, climb, surface, etc 

Time to see the options 

If unsure, pick one 

Have a pre-race strategy



Which way did 
you go?



Speed Analysis

We are aiming to run as close to max speed (without 
making a mistake) for as much of the race as possible 

Analyze what speed you ran during different sections of 
the race 

Mark your route in different colours based on your speed  

If you have a GPS watch, Quickroute does this for you



Mark your maps 
using the pens on 
the table 

Red = slow 

Green = fast



Why did you slow down in the red sections? 

What could you have done to avoid slowing down in those 
sections? 

read ahead  

simplify 

look up 

better map interpretation 

better awareness/ motivation to push hard



Map Reading Analysis

We can maximize our speed by analyzing our map reading 

where - at which exact points in the leg did you read? 

How often did you read? 

How long were you looking at the map for each glance? 

what - what information did you understand at each glance? 

Mark each point along the route you read your map 

a headcam can also be useful for this kind of analysis



Mark your maps 
using the pens on 
the table 

mark each place 
you read your 
map 

what did you 
read there?



Would it have been better to read at a different point? 

NOT at the control 

anticipate what is coming 

Did you use the best features for simplifying?



Crescent Park - Dice O

fill one row (1:1 to 12:1) 

Roll dice to determine which controls to visit 

3+5 means you can visit 5 then 3, 3 then 5 or just 8 

Under 50 will have to visit the control a second time before rolling again

1:2 2:2 3:2 4:2 5:2 6:2 7:2 8:2 9:2 10:2 11:2 12:2

1:1 2:1 3:1 4:1 5:1 6:1 7:1 8:1 9:1 10:1 11:1 12:1



Goals 

focus on technique with others around 

whenever you start thinking about something 
else “snap” back to reading the map 

set your own goal 

Is there something from this weekend that you 
need to work on?
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